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Zarnegin Launches High-End Rug Collection from India
Zarnegin is introducing its new collection of high-end rugs
from India. These luxurious, richly detailed, delicately
hand-knotted carpets
of exquisite colors and
patterns are crafted by
expert weavers. They
benefit from the finest materials (including
silk), the best dyes (including vegetable dyes),
and designs that are truly exceptional.
Zarnegin’s collection features many different classic Persian designs, such as Hadji Jalili Tabriz, Mohtashem Kashan,
and Tabriz Mahi. Many of the designs are available on a programmed basis.

New Shipments of Tribal Carpets Have Arrived
In order to meet the demand for hand-knotted tribal
and village rugs, Zarnegin International has recently
received two large shipments of one-of-a-kind tribal
rugs and kelims from Iran and Afghanistan. The
shipments contain over 2,500 pieces and include
exotic collectibles, such as tribal tent furnishings and
animal trappings. A large number of the rugs and
kelims were woven in southwestern Iran and feature
rare geometric and floral designs in striking colors.
Available in sizes ranging from 3’x 5’ to 9’x 12’, these
traditional pieces were made of 100% wool and personally handpicked
for quality and beauty. To see more photos of these distinctive pieces,
please visit our website at www.zarneginrugs.com.

Catch the Rising Tide of Enthusiasm for Rugs from Afghanistan
In the high deserts and mountains of
Afghanistan, rugged nomads still make
carpets according to a centuries-old tradition.
Working in circular domed
tents on horizontal looms,
using fat-tailed sheep wool
that has been shorn, carded,
and dyed entirely by hand,
these skilled nomadic people
create rugs of unmatched
character, quality, and durability. This is carpet weaving
in its purest, most uncompromising form, and Zarnegin
International therefore takes great pleasure in the growing
popularity of these Afghan rugs. Our company founder,
Nasser Zarnegin (right), has spent many years traveling in Afghanistan
to build relationships with skilled rug-weaving tribes. As a result, we are
able to offer our dealers a large selection of these rugs. Please visit us to
see this dazzling array of unique weavings.
Zarnegin Has Moved to ORICA
In 2007, we relocated our
operations to the Oriental
Rug
Industry
Center
of America (ORICA) in
Secaucus, New Jersey. So
far, the move has been very
beneficial for both us and
our dealers. Our two new
showrooms are housed on
the second floor of the building, in Suites 201 North and 217 North, so
please come in and visit us. For your convenience, we have situated our
main showroom directly above the lobby.
For more information, please feel free to contact us:
100 Park Plaza Drive
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094
Tel: 201-330-8500
Fax: 201-330-8566
E-Mail: zarneginrugs@aol.com
Web: www.zarneginrugs.com
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